
Second Thoughts (written as below but recorded in D)

 /Emaj7         /A6/f#    /F#°                    /G#7          /E      /E  
Lying on your rooftop ----- trying to catch some sun before I leave
/G#7            /C#m7            /F#7           /F#9     /B7 /B7
staring out on West LA -- and wondering what it was that I believed
  /Amaj7      /G#m               /F#m7            /B7                  /E /E
you form your own illusions when you try to hide the truth behind a dream
   /C#7              /F#m7                       /A6/f#            /B7                    /E /E
you live a life of make believe --- and only see the things you want to see

 /Emaj7         /A6/f#       /F#°  /G#7                /E /E
You know we don’t see eye to eye --- in every little thing we try to do

/G#7                            /C#m7               F#7                       /F#9                /B7
we come from different backgrounds --- and we see things from a different point of view
      /Amaj7        /G#m              /F#m7                  /B7                     /E /E
you can follow the horizon but you know the sea will never reach the sky
   /C#7                           / F#m7                 /A6/f#                /B7                    /E /E
perhaps we should have known it --- but perhaps our expectations were too high

/C#m         /A                  /D#           /G#m                 
- WAS IT OUR IMAGINATION ---–- RUNNING WILD?
/A                 /D#   /G#m /G#m
WERE WE CHASING SHADOWS ON THE WALL?

/F#m            /B                      / C                            / G
DID WE EVER STOP TO THINK -- WHERE WE WERE GOING?
 /F#7               /F#7          /B7 /B7
DID WE EVER STOP TO THINK AT ALL?

(Instrumental verse -- repeat bridge)

/Emaj7 /A6/f#          /F#°  /G#7                 /E /E
Still I look to find a reason –-- not to have to leave this dream behind
/G#7        /C#m7          /F#7               /F#9               /B7 /B7
not to say that it’s all over --– not to have to say we wasted time
              / Amaj7        /G#m      /F#m7      /B7              /E /E
you could say it’s all too late now –-- there’s nothing left for us to find
    /C#7                 /F#m7         /A6/f#                     /B7                    /E /E
but no matter what you say now --- no second thoughts are going to change my mind

(Instrumental verse fade out)


